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By Mike Johnson, Behind the Gun Counter
There are a lot of different ways to clean your

brass; some of which are more efficient than oth-
ers. When I first began reloading, I was in the mili-
tary. Living in government quarters meant I could-
n’t have ammunition, powder or primers in my
quarters. Fortunately, a local gun shop and indoor
range allowed me to leave a couple of pounds of
powder and a
brick or two
of primers
stashed at
their store.
Each week I’d
load up a few
hundred
rounds using
their single-
stage reload-
ing press, do
some shoot-
ing, and then
take the emp-
ties back to
my quarters to
clean.

In those
early days, I
was meticu-
lous about my
brass. I
bought it in
lots, loaded it
in lots and
kept it sorted
by lots in nice
plastic ammu-
nition boxes. I
kept track of
how many
times I loaded
a particular
lot by placing a tic mark on the label on the front
of the box. If it was a “maximum” load, the tic
would be red. I put a several strips of Scotch Magic
TapeTM across the label on the ammunition box.
This allowed me to write and erase my load data in
pencil almost indefinitely without ruining the label.
I still use these methods for ammunition that I’m
loading for accuracy. Plinking ammo, on the other
hand, consists of cases from various manufacturers
loose in an ammo can with a scrap of paper with
the load data taped to the inside of the lid. 

The Hard Way
In the early days, there were several hard ways I

used to clean my cases. The first was one of the more
labor-intensive methods to be sure. It involved using
a brass-polishing cloth to clean each individual case.
Even when individually inspecting and sorting small
quantities of cases, this low-tech method was very
inefficient at getting the cases clean.

One day at the range, someone told me about
the washing-machine method. This method
involved putting small batches of brass into old
socks, tying knots in the ends and washing them
with a load of old towels or rags in a top-loading
washing machine. This method actually worked
surprisingly well with a few conspicuous draw-
backs. If I did this before I sized and deprimed the

cases, the
primer pock-
ets would be
soggy long
after the
cases dried;
which meant
that the next
step was to
size and
deprime the
cases, and
clean the
primer pock-
ets. I would
then have to
leave the
cases out for
a day or two
so the primer
pockets
would dry.
After that, it
was back to
the single-
stage press
for the rest of
the reloading
process. This
time-consum-
ing method
got my cases
clean, but not
polished.

Even so, living in government quarters, this
worked fairly well for a while.

A Better Way
The earliest tumblers were simply rotary rock

tumblers that people threw their empty cases into.
These worked, but were slow and didn’t clean very
many cases at a time. For the most part, these have
been superseded – in the reloading industry – by
vibratory case cleaners like Dillon’s CV-500 and
CV-2001. Generically speaking, most people still
refer to these as “tumblers.” The internet is littered
with imported tumblers with low-quality parts that
don’t hold up to regular use. Some of these come
in kits with a sifter and bucket. The bucket-and-
sifter technique involves slowly dumping the brass
and media through the sifter into the bucket. Most
of the media will flow through the sifter into the
bucket. Then you shake the remaining media into
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There are a lot of differ-
ent ways to clean your

brass; some of which are
more efficient than others.
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